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Objective 

Other additional or alternative 
conservation measures are 
investigated : 
 
Closure of central fishing area (II, i.e. 
“PNA area”), to PS 
 

Closure of area II to longline (lost of 
fishing effort) 
 

‘FAD to free school’: no FAD but FAD 
effort transferred to free school fishery  

The WCPFC agreed to close certain highseas areas (I) in the WCPO to 
purse seine tuna fishing starting in 2010. SEAPODYM is used to 
investigate the impact of this spatial measure. 

We examine also two different effort displacement scenarios: (1) complete loss of the 
displaced fishing effort; and (2) redistribution of effort proportional to the historical 
(average) distribution of catch per unit effort (CPUE). 
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We analyze area closures by simulating the growth of the WCPO tuna fishery from 1980 to 
2003. Since SEAPODYM applications to long living species like bigeye (> 12 yrs) are 
sensitive to initial conditions, initial conditions for SEAPODYM bigeye simulations are scaled 
to the MFCL results for the year 1980 in the WCPFC convention area. 
 
The model domain covers the Pacific basin at a 2° x 2° x month. Environmental forcing is 
provided by the ocean circulation model OPA 9.0 in its standard configuration ORCA2, forced 
by the atmospheric reanalysis NCEP and coupled to the model PISCES that provided 
biogeochemical variables (cf SC 6 and previous references).  

Method 

Estimates of total Pacific biomass 
of bigeye by MFCL (red curve) 

and SEAPODYM (black curve). 

Spatial fit to observed CPUE for all fisheries. 
Circles proportional to total catch 
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Method 
Scenarios:  

Metrics for comparison:  
- The difference in biomass (by age or age group) relatively to the base case (0) with 

actual fishing 
- The average percentage change in relation the base case (0) 
- The fishery impact : ratio of biomass under some fishery management scenario to the 

predicted biomass in absence of fishing  
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Results 

0 No change 

C Closed to PS; f redistributed 

E Open; f removed 

CE Closed to PS; f removed 

CL Idem C; area II closed to LL 

EL Idem E; area II closed to LL 

CEL Idem CE; area II closed to LL 

F2S Open; FAD to Free School 

F2SL Idem F2S; area II closed to LL 

F =0 No fishing 

Change in adult biomass of bigeye 
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% Change in adult biomass 
of bigeye relatively to 
biomass with actual fishing  

3 groups: 
- Measures on PS only (< 5%) 
- Both PS fishing reduction  and LL closure in area II  

OR ‘FAD to free school’ (+ 10-15%) 
- ‘FAD to school ’ and LL closure in area II (+ 25%) 
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Fishery Impact 
Actual fishing impact  estimated in 2003 = 57% (60% with MFCL; Hampton et 
al 2004) 
 
Reaching ~80% in 2010, according to Harley et al (2010) 
 
The best  scenario (F2SL) reduces the FI at 46%  (consistent with stock 
producing  MSY) 
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Results 

Spatial Impact 

CE Closed to PS; f 
removed 

CEL Idem CE; area II 
closed to LL 

F2S Open; FAD to Free 
School 

F2SL Idem F2S; area II 
closed to LL 

Largest impact in and 
near the closed area, but 
substantial spillover effect 
 
In F2S, the impact is 
strongest where FAD are 
historically intensively 
used. 

In F2SL,  Increase reach >40% in the 
core region  and large spillover effect 
even in EPO. 



1.  Closing areas to purse seine fishing without consideration of the fate of displaced fishing 
effort will not be effective for bigeye conservation. 

2.  Conservation measures that combine closing areas to purse seine fishing and 
proportional reduction of fishing effort may yield a small bigeye conservation benefit. 

3.  Restricting longline fishing in known bigeye spawning areas in combination with purse 
seine area closures and effort reduction offers the best option for achieving effective 
bigeye conservation. 

4.  Limitation of FADs use would have a strong positive impact on bigeye stock conservation 
5.  Benefits from any bigeye conservation measure could be detectable locally after a few 

years in closed areas but at population level it will takes 10 years and be fully realized after 
two decades, i.e. in the 2030s assuming timely implementation.  

6. Recovery will be modulated by both natural and anthropogenic climate-related ecosystem 
variability. Environmental changes induced by anthropogenic release of greenhouse gases 
should be clearly visible by the end of the 2030's (Lehodey et al 2010; in press). The 
status of bigeye stock at that time will depend on today's conservation and management 
measures.  

7. The bigeye population encompasses both the WCPFC and IATTC convention areas. 
Though spatial measures have a strong local effect, they also have a spillover effect at the 
whole range of the species. Thus, the management of this stock would benefit from 
collaborative and coordinated actions of both international Commissions. 
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Conclusion 
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